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The Non-toxic,  
Sustainable Choice
Bona offers a wide variety of oils and finishes in a 
range of colours, for countless possibilities. Use in 
combination with Bona Wire Brush Technology to 
create unique looks and effects, and enhance the 
beauty of natural timber floors. 

With sustainability and safety in mind, Bona products 
are developed with exceptionally low VOC levels for 
better indoor air quality.

From design and protection to maintenance and care, 
Bona offers the professional everything needed for 
long-lasting, beautiful timber floors.

For additional information regarding the use of the Bona 
Wire Brush System, including technical datasheets and 
safety information visit bona.com.au

Enabling new designs in 
timber floor texture

Use with FlexiSand  PowerDrive

Bona Wire  
Brush System

Who is Bona? 
• Bona products are available in over 75 countries 

• The No.1 choice for professional contractors 

• The market leader in non-toxic timber floor finishes globally 

• Experts in floor coatings & cleaning products since 1919 



Bona Wire  
Brush System 
The Wire Brush System is used with the Bona  
FlexiSand PowerDrive to easily wire brush timber floors. 
The wire brush opens up the wood grain and enhances 
floors by creating texture and unique colour dimensions.

Wire brushed floors can be treated with a range of 

Bona oil systems and finishes to create floor effects with 

contrast and depth. The possibilities are endless.

• Easily attaches to FlexiSand PowerDrive

• Durable, easy-to-use wire brushes for use with 
both newly installed and existing floors

• Allows for close proximity to walls for minimized 
edge work and blending issues

• Provides a natural texture and look to the floor

• Creates a unique dimensional effect

How it Works 
Bona’s Brush Technology uses wire brush attachments to 
remove the soft wood between the grain, adding depth 
and texture to the wood’s surface. 

This allows the coloured oil or stain to settle between the 
grain, creating effects which enhance the natural pattern 
of the wood.

The wire brush system includes all 
parts and accessories required:

• Wire Brushes

• PowerDrive Dust Skirt

• Dust Shroud and Drive Pad 
for Dewalt Hand Held Sander

• Protective Gloves

• Wire Brush Corner &  
Removal Hand Tools
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